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leaDing inforMation 
security executives have identified 
opportunities to strengthen security 
capabilities in three key areas: 
cyber-threat resilience, end-user 
experience optimization, and cloud 
security. 

security leaDers toDay 
speak in terms of resilience against 
cyber threats: in the face of on-
going intrusions, their goal is to 
prevent attackers from achieving 
their outcomes, manage the 
inevitable breaches, and minimize 
their impact. 

big Data analytics anD 
next-gen anti-malware are 
considered fundamental to 
developing cyber-threat resilience. 

fully iMPleMenteD,  
Big Data analytics enables 
organizations to continuously 
monitor for cyber threats 
throughout the business 
environment and detect, 
understand, and respond to 
incidents in real time.

Most leaDing-eDge 
implementations are based on 
homegrown solutions but are 
moving to commercial, off-the-shelf 
security analytics platforms.

since coMMercial solutions 
are now widely available, it 
is expected that many more 
organizations will begin to 
implement a security analytics 
program within the next 18 months.

       Report Highlights

next-generation  
anti-malware technologies do 
not rely on signatures; they 
detect malware by analyzing 
patterns of behavior for suspicious 
characteristics and are therefore 
more effective against zero-day 
attacks.

cyber-threat resilience 
requires game-changing 
investments: leading security teams 
today are focusing investments on 
controls that detect rather than 
prevent intrusions. 

Many leaDing security 
teams consider it a top priority to 
bring the UX for security systems 
up to the new bar that has been 
set by smartphones, tablets, and 
popular consumer apps.

toDay, users exPect fewer 
and faster sign-ons, quicker access 
to data and applications, and the 
freedom to move between devices, 
locations, and platforms. 

better ux is being Driven  
by advances in risk-based 
authentication techniques and 
identity and access management.

to helP solve soMe of the 
thorniest security issues related 
to enterprise cloud usage, a range 
of services has become available. 
Many leading security teams see 
real promise in these new cloud 

security services and plan to 
implement at least one over the 
next year. 

these services claiM to be 
able to solve issues such as shadow 
IT, risk assessment and controls 
assurance, identity and access 
management, data leakage, 
protection of user credentials, and 
encryption in the cloud.

the sbic ProviDes its toP 
three recommendations for 
leveraging advanced technologies 
to build better defenses and 
improve business productivity:

1. Look at Least Three Years 
Ahead: A three-year rolling plan 
is a useful tool to help focus lim-
ited capital on forward-leaning 
security investments. Specific 
guidance includes: use SWOT 
analysis, align with IT and the 
business, create an enterprise-
wide big data strategy, and get 
auditors engaged.

2. Achieve a Bigger Picture 
through Integration: When 
investing in security technolo-
gies today, the greatest payoffs 
often come from connecting and 
consolidating multiple applica-
tions. Technologies now make it 
easier to meaningfully integrate 
systems; for example, security 
teams are more fully integrating 
threat detection with prevention 
technologies or risk management 
with business applications.

3. Maximize Value Through 
Formalized Technology Develop-
ments:  Deploying technology ef-
fectively is a huge challenge given 
the pace of change and limited 
budgets. To proactively manage 
the risks, predict and track total 
costs and value, scale deploy-
ments for quick wins, employ 
judicious cloud vendor manage-
ment, and approach maintenance 
strategically.

This report provides a valuable 

set of recommendations 

from 18 of the world’s leading 

security officers to help 

organizations build security 

strategies for today’s escalating 

threat landscape.
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1      Introduction: Strengthening Capabilities

T

What does an effective 
and forward-leaning  
information security 
program look like?

The Security for 
Business Innovation Council (SBIC) has 
produced a series of three reports on 
“Transforming Information Security” 
to answer that question. Fusing the 
knowledge and vision of top information 
security leaders, the reports deliver 
actionable recommendations for 
achieving a strategic program. The first 
report was a playbook for designing 
a state-of-the-art extended team; 
the second explored the forefront of 
information security processes. The 
third identifies some of the essential 
technologies for evolving information 
security programs.    

5
Read the first 
two reports

The speed of change is quicker than it’s ever been. You’ve got to inject flexibility and 
innovation into your strategy. Because 18 or even 12 months down the line, technology will 
have moved, your adversaries will have moved on, and you can pretty much guarantee 
there will be questions about why you’re not keeping up with developments.

he Security for 
Business Innovation 
Council (SBIC), 

a forward-thinking 
group composed of 
some of the world’s 
leading information 
security executives, has 
identified opportunities 
to strengthen security 
capabilities as a result 
of technology advances. 
These opportunities 
focus on three key areas: 
cyber-threat resilience, 
end-user experience 
optimization, and cloud 
security. 

The security leaders who 
comprise the SBIC 
said that enormous 
changes in security are 
underway, but, in some 
ways, developments 
are not happening fast 
enough. They would 
like to see continued 
advances in security 
technology that would 
not only build better 
anticipatory defenses but 
also improve business 
productivity.

This report, the third 
and final in a series 
on Transforming 
Information Security, 
combines perspectives 
on technologies with 
experience in strategy 
to help security teams 
navigate complex 
decisions regarding 
technology deployments 
while maximizing 
investments.

Simon Strickland,  
Global Head of Security, 
AstraZeneca
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It is widely recognized that current 
implementations of cyber defense are often 
insufficient. The Verizon Data Breach Investigation 
Report reveals 66% of breaches take months or 
even years to discover.1 Security leaders today 
speak in terms of resilience against cyber threats. 

Although they still seek to deter cyber adversaries 
from gaining entry into their organization, they 
acknowledge the likelihood of compromises. In the 
face of on-going intrusions, their goal is to prevent 
attackers from achieving their outcomes, manage 
the inevitable breaches, and minimize their impact. 
To achieve cyber-threat resilience, security leaders 
require technologies that provide comprehensive 
situational awareness, effective threat detection, and 
the ability to respond to incidents quickly.  

It is important to keep in mind, however, that new 
technologies will not entirely replace existing 
security controls but rather serve as a critical 
component of an organization’s overarching, 
multi-layer defense and protection framework. For 
example, performing basic security hygiene practices 
—and doing them well—is still essential.

Security Analytics: A Foundational 
Technology

Increasingly, big data analytics technology is being 
embraced by leading-edge security teams as a 
fundamental component of their multi-layer 
information security programs. Threat detection 
is the primary area of information security where 
big data analytics is being applied. When fully 
implemented, big data analytics enables organizations 
to continuously monitor for cyber threats throughout 
the business environment and detect, understand, and 
respond to incidents in real time. By drawing together 
data on threats and business processes, it allows an 
organization to form a more complete picture and 
significantly increases visibility across the global 
enterprise. Those features, along with the unique 
ability to adapt to changes in the threat landscape over 
the long term, make big data analytics a cornerstone of 
cyber defense.

Today’s Programs
Leading security teams with relatively mature 

analytics programs have not only been able to attain 
significant value from these programs but are 
“doubling down” on their investments. Current efforts 
include adding more sophisticated data visualization 
techniques to provide additional context about an 
incident and help investigators better understand 
which events might be related. Some organizations are 
working towards deeper integration of business event 
and business process data into their analytics system to 
automatically increase protection for the most critical 
business resources. Others are focused on cutting their 
reaction time when detecting attacks and enriching 
their analysis with external threat data.

Although most of the leading-edge implementations 
of security analytics to date have been based on 
homegrown solutions, many organizations are now 
looking at migrating to commercial solutions. They 
anticipate that the complexity of implementing 
security analytics will be reduced as vendors provide 
more complete platforms. In fact, first-generation 
commercial, off-the-shelf security analytics platforms 
are available now, and vendors are building in more 
advanced functionality such as support for integrated 
incident response workflow. Since these commercial 
solutions are widely available, it is expected that many 
more organizations, especially large enterprises, will 
begin to implement a security analytics program 
within the next 18 months. 

1 2013 Verizon Data Breach Investigation Report

2        Developing Cyber-Threat Resilience
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Future 
Capability

Description

Apply machine 
learning to the 
development of 
threat detection 
rules

The system automatically suggests what rules need to change or what correlations 
might be useful. For example, it can suggest adjusting the threshold in a detection 
rule if the current behavior of normal users is generating too many false positives. 
With machine learning, the system can also discover which previously unnoticed 
parameters are useful for detecting an attack. Early prototyping has been very 
successful and indicates that machine-learning systems are extremely adept at 
refining threat detection rules.

Automate 
response and 
containment

When the system detects a problem, it automatically provides a response to 
contain and limit the impact without requiring human intervention. Automated 
response would work particularly well for situations where the steps for response 
are well-defined, such as Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks.

Anticipate 
attacks 

Prioritization system that sets threshold for priority risks. The system provides 
alerts if it detects behavior that could indicate an attack is being planned, such 
as detecting multiple failed authentication attempts in quick succession. While 
reactive alerts inform analysts that an attack is occurring, predictive alerts inform 
analysts of behavior that holds a certain index risk value indicative of a future 
breach, including the reasons and context.

Support 
community 
defense

The system has built-in mechanisms to automatically exchange threat 
intelligence data with other organizations. It includes refined masking capabilities 
and high levels of trust in the information sharing network.

Automatically 
move resources 
and instantiate 
controls 

The system uses virtualization to allow resources to be moved easily. If a target is 
under attack, the system automatically moves the attacked resource to a different 
physical location. At the new location, the system instantiates controls around the 
resource specific to the type of attack underway.

LONG-
TERM  

VISION

Leading security 
teams have plans 
for increasingly 
automated and 
powerful analytics 
systems. The table 
describes some of 
the capabilities 
they expect to add 
to their analytics 
programs over the 
long term.
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DEVELOPING CYBER THREAT RESILIENCE

Challenges
Big data analytics is challenging to implement, 

even for highly sophisticated security teams. Some 
of these challenges should lessen as the technology 
matures. Current challenges include:

 D Best-in-class analytics programs typically re-
quire specialized expertise. Given the shortage 
of available experts, many organizations may 
have to turn to service providers for particular 
skills. (For guidance regarding the required skill 
sets, see the first report in the series, Designing 
a State-of-the Art Extended Team.)

 D End-user privacy must be considered when 
collecting and storing data that can reveal a 
great deal about individuals and their work and 
personal habits. This requires organizations to 
develop competencies in “privacy by design.” 
See the sidebar in Section 3 for further discus-
sion.

 D The data warehouse used in an analytics pro-
gram is a critical resource containing infor-
mation from security systems and business 
processes, such as logs and other sensitive data. 
Therefore it needs effective security controls to 
protect it. The amalgamation of data into one 
place creates a new target for cyber criminals. 

 D Substantial work is required to parse data from 
various systems so that it can be loaded into the 
analytics platform.

 D The processing power and storage requirements 
for big data analytics are considerable. Organiza-
tions need to ensure they can meet the compute 
scale requirements and have the necessary plat-
form elasticity in order to handle large surges of 
data that can take place during an attack.

 D Commercial security analytics solutions are not 
yet pre-configured to handle many common 
use cases; therefore, much customization is still 
needed.

 D Security analytics requires focused and dedi-
cated resources. To avoid conflicts of interest 
and situations where employees are shifted to 
areas such as IT operations, leaving a gap, se-
curity monitoring must be separate from other 
monitoring-like availability.

Next-Gen Anti-Malware: Key Part of 
Cyber-Defense 

Several products have come on the market in 
recent years that serve to detect and stop malware 
without relying on signatures. They can be deployed 
as software or appliances on the network and can 
be effective against certain types of threats. Next-
generation anti-malware technologies are now 
considered essential parts of cyber-defense strategies. 

Malware Analysis
Most next-generation anti-malware technologies 

detect malware by analyzing patterns of behavior for 
suspicious characteristics, such as a process trying to 
execute at a kernel level rather than an application 
layer. This makes them effective against zero-day 
attacks that purely signature-based tools cannot 
detect. Solutions can use the following techniques:

1. Payload analysis: Running incoming traffic in a 
virtual environment and dropping the traffic before it 
reaches the endpoint if it appears to be malware.

2. Network analysis: Checking for whether a process is 
trying to connect to an IP address that is known to be 
associated with a botnet command-and-control center.

3. Memory analysis: Examining memory on endpoints 
to determine whether the device is infected.

A key advantage of these solutions is that the time 
span between malware coming in and detecting 
it can be dramatically reduced, allowing rapid 
blocking and cleaning and preventing possible data 
leakage or other malicious activities. However, a 
drawback is that these solutions do not completely 
replace AV solutions; as a result, organizations must 
continue to operate their existing AV alongside the 
new technology. Next-generation anti-malware 
technologies have been adopted by many forward-
thinking companies and are expected to go 
mainstream within the next 18 months.

Next-generation anti-malware technologies 
have been adopted by many forward-thinking 
companies and are expected to go mainstream 
within the next 18 months.
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Game-Changing Investments Required

Leading security teams today are focusing 
investment on controls that detect rather than 
prevent intrusions. Detective controls are designed 
to generate alerts that require follow-up in order 
to distinguish false positives from actual threats 
and to respond to the threats. This requires a 
highly qualified staff and robust incident-handling 
processes for following up on alerts. The need for 
new skills and processes, and the time needed to 
respond to incidents, makes the newer analytic and 
anti-malware technologies more expensive to operate 
relative to many conventional security technologies. 

It can be tempting for some security teams to 
defer investments in cyber-defense given the expense 
of advanced detective technologies and the pace of 
technological change in this area. However, leading 
security teams are steadfast in choosing to invest 
now in newer, strategic technologies to protect 
against cyber-threats. In particular, it is crucial that 
organizations targeted by advanced persistent threats 
(APTs), involved in critical infrastructure, or needing 
to protect valuable intellectual property, implement 
better cyber-threat detection technologies, including 
advanced anti-malware solutions and big data 
analytics. When considering the alternative costs 
of investigating and recovering from escalating 

DEVELOPING CYBER THREAT RESILIENCE

“If you look at APTs, there is a lot of money 
behind them. To really identify all of the zero-day 
and APT attacks, organizations definitely need 
to move to a more proactive approach and invest 
in analytics and non-signature-based defense 
technologies.” 

ralPh saloMon
Vice President Security, Processes & Compliance 
Office, SAP Cloud and Infrastructure Delivery, 
SAP AG 

incidents, security teams can often build a strong 
business case for investing in detective technologies 
that can discover attacks before they result in 
significant damage. 

These investments should be approached as a key 
component of a multi-layer defense and protection 
framework. Advanced anti-malware solutions 
can be deployed relatively quickly, whereas big 
data analytics can be a multi-year project. To 
realize benefits as soon as possible, best-in-class 
organizations carefully scope the project and 
maintain momentum. They build their initial system 
to address a few use cases with a minimal number 
of data sources, stabilize the system while it is still 
small, and then add more sources and use cases 
gradually. 

5
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OPTIMIZING END-USER EXPERIENCE

ring-your-own-device programs and 
cloud computing applications have 
reshaped user expectations in the 

corporate landscape. Today’s workers have little 
patience for the archaic user experiences (UX) that 
are still common in enterprise applications.  Many 
leading security teams consider it a top priority to 
bring the UX for security systems up to the new 
bar that has been set by smartphones, tablets, and 
popular consumer apps.

In information security, better UX has little to do 
with surface gloss. It primarily means having less 
in the way: fewer and faster sign-ons; quicker access 

to data and applications; and the freedom to move 
between devices, locations, and platforms. It also 
means minimizing mental effort, such as the need 
to memorize complex passwords and numerous 
username/password combinations. Better UX can 
quickly translate into increased efficiencies for 
enterprise employees. UX is even more highly valued 
in customer-facing applications, where it easily pays 
for itself through increased customer satisfaction. 
End-user experience is now critical to the success of 
the security model for both enterprise and consumer 
applications. 

Analytics Drive Flexible 
Authentication Methods

A goal for many organizations is to lower the 
authentication effort required by the typical user 
by presenting a quick and easy process in low-risk 
situations and a more challenging process in higher-

risk situations. This type of risk-based authentication 
has already been deployed extensively in consumer 
banking. For instance, a user on their usual laptop, 
paying a bill that they pay every month, might go 
relatively unchallenged, whereas a user attempting 
to make a large cash transfer using an unfamiliar 
device would be required to verify their identity.  
Advanced authentication techniques that use 
multiple factors for risk-based identification drive 
higher levels of trust and less user interaction, which 
makes for more secure transactions and greater end-
user satisfaction. 

Complex risk calculations
Big data analytics makes more complex risk 

calculations possible in analyzing aspects of the user 
and his or her behavior. Many factors can be taken 
into account to determine the degree of confidence 
in the user’s identity and overall trust level of a 
transaction, such as the user’s physical location, 
time of access, requested activity, the value of the 
assets they are trying to access, and the security 
characteristics of the user’s device (e.g.,  whether 
it is password-protected or jailbroken). Leading 
organizations have begun to implement these 
increasingly sophisticated, risk-based authentication 
systems for consumer and enterprise applications. 

3        Optimizing End-User Experience

B

End-user experience is now critical to the success of 
the security model for both enterprise and consumer 
applications.
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OPTIMIZING END-USER EXPERIENCE

Optimizing the authentication experience often 
requires trade-offs that can be challenging to 
manage. The use of analytics requires careful 
consideration of privacy (see sidebar). But analytics 
also enables personalization. Some users may opt 
for two- or three-factor authentication in order to do 
higher-value transactions online. Others may choose 
to register their device and allow more intrusive 
inspection and tracking of their behavior in order to 
perform transactions without prompts to verify their 
identity.

Improvements in Identity and Access 
Management

Recent developments in the area of identity and 
access management (IAM) are helping to fulfill the 
long-standing goals of getting new hires, contractors, 
and partners up and running as quickly as possible, 
ensuring the right access for roles, and terminating 
access immediately once it is no longer required.  
Most IAM systems now provide out-of-the-box 
connectors to various systems, making them much 
easier to integrate with authoritative business 
databases such as HR systems. 

Identity brokerage services now enable third-
party access to enterprise applications, without the 
enterprise having to take on the burden of validating 
the identity or issuing and managing the credentials. 
Technologies for identity federation have also 
matured, making it easier to connect enterprises to 
business partner organizations and cloud providers. 
However, some security leaders are cautious about 
whether current enterprise IAM solutions will be 
suitable as organizations dramatically increase use 
of public cloud services. Another potential source of 
disruption for IAM technologies is the growing use 
of social media logins for federated identity amongst 
consumer sites, which could spread to the enterprise 
realm.

PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION 
IMPLICATIONS

Advanced authentication and 
situational awareness of cyber-
threats are both powered by 
extensive data collection and 
analytics. The privacy implications 
for this data will receive increasing 
attention as the technologies become 
more widely used. 

In a security analytics program, 
machine data gathered over 
long periods of time reveals an 
individual’s pattern of work, what 
applications and device settings he or 
she uses, where he or she works, and 
when. In some countries, this data 
is considered “personal data” and 
must be protected accordingly. Even 
if the data is not locally regulated, 
security teams must find a balance 
between the usefulness of the user 
information they can gather and 
the sensitivities of those users with 
respect to that data.

The security development 
lifecycle should embed hooks for 
designing for privacy, particularly 
when setting up an analytics 
program. Consider questions such as 
the following:

Have promises been made to your cus-
tomers and/or employees with respect to 
what types of data you may collect and 
how that data will be used? 

Do you need all the machine data you 
are collecting? 

How secure is the repository where 
you store the data? Note that when you 
aggregate data in a big data repository, 
you lose the controls that were origi-
nally on the information and your 
ability to apply granular controls may 
be limited. 

Privacy and Big Data
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SECURING ENTERPRISE CLOUD USAGE

2 IDC, September 2013 
3 Gartner Research, October 2013

Cloud Security Issue Example of New Cloud Security Service Offerings

Shadow IT:  Employee 
usage of cloud services 
for work without 
organizational approval

• Analyze enterprise environments to detect what cloud services are being used by employ-
ees. Restrict or block usage of certain cloud applications. For example, the security team 
can disallow sharing of specific documents with certain file-sharing services.

Risk assessment and 
controls assurance

• Rate the security of individual cloud applications.

• Perform continuous controls monitoring on cloud services.

• Measure key risk indicators in real time.

Identity and access 
management

• Conveniently provision and de-provision employee accounts for multiple cloud applications 
using Active Directory or LDAP accounts. 

• Enable employees to access multiple cloud-based applications with single sign-on.

• Support strong authentication.

• Restrict access based on the user’s device and geographic location.

Preventing data leakage • Extend the reach of data leakage prevention (DLP) or information rights management 
(IRM) to the cloud.

Protection of user 
credentials

• Provide an audit trail of login attempts and successful application logins.

• Analyze user behavior and alert the enterprise if an account appears to be compromised.

Encryption of data in the 
cloud to meet regulatory 
requirements or to protect 
it from surveillance

• Enable encryption of data with an enterprise-controlled key before it is sent to the cloud so 
that governments or other entities cannot read it without permission from the enterprise. 
(Some security teams remain skeptical of vendors’ claims to provide encryption that is ro-
bust while allowing the data to be fully used within cloud-based applications for functional-
ity such as sorting and searching.)

A range of services has recently become available 
to help solve some of the thorniest security issues 
related to enterprise cloud usage. Many leading 
security teams see real promise in these new 
cloud security services and plan to implement at 
least one of them over the next year. Overall, the 

market is predicted to grow from $2.1 billion in 
2013 to $3.1 billion in 2015.3 It’s still early days and 
therefore the jury is still out on whether or not this 
new crop of cloud security services will be able to 
fully deliver on their promises. The chart shows 
some of the promised valuable capabilities. 

New Cloud Security Services Promise Visibility and Control

4        Securing Enterprise  Cloud Usage
The impact of cloud computing on enterprise IT 

is well illustrated by the fact that many companies, 
big and small, are questioning whether to have their 
own IT infrastructure or instead use cloud services. 
Between 2013 and 2017, public IT cloud services are 
forecasted to have a compound annual growth rate of 
23.5%—five times that of the IT industry as a whole.2

Amidst this remarkable rate of uptake, the 
fundamental question for organizations remains, 
“How do we as an enterprise actually keep control 
of our data if it is not in our IT infrastructure?” 

Security issues only become more difficult to 
manage as enterprise cloud usage grows. In addition 
to the concerns that enterprises have always had 
about the cloud, a relatively new area of attention 
is the potential vulnerability of cloud-hosted data 
to government surveillance. In particular, many 
organizations are reluctant to send sensitive data to 
cross-border cloud services, where the data could be 
placed within infrastructure that is monitored by a 
foreign government. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS

he leading security executives of the SBIC were 
asked to confer on key questions such as: 

 D What factors do we need to consider when de-
veloping a technology strategy? 

 D How can we get the most value out of the tech-
nology we buy? 

 D What is essential to have in the budget? What 
could we leave out? 

 D What are some of the most important aspects of 
technology planning, acquisition, and deploy-
ment? 

Based upon their years of experience, these are 
their top recommendations in trying to meet 
enterprise requirements in the current, rapidly 
changing environment.

1. Look at Least  
Three Years Ahead

A three-year rolling plan is a useful tool to help 
focus limited capital on forward-leaning security 
investments. 

Use SWOT Analysis 

As part of a regular strategic planning exercise, 
the security team should forecast the strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) 
that its organization will be facing one, two, and 
three years or more from now. These assumptions 
should guide investments in solutions, with the 
understanding that confidence in predictions will 
decline further along the time span. 

5        Recommendations

Look at Least Three 
Years AheaD

Achieve a Bigger  
Picture Through  
Integration

MaxiMize Value 
Through ForMalizeD 
Technology DePloy-
Ments

1

2

3
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Consider “threats” broadly, not only security 
threats but also anything that could negatively affect 
the business. Opportunities should include advances 
in security technology that forecast where security 
technology will be on a one-to-three years’ horizon. 
Also consider disruptive technological advances 
that will come with technology generally, such as in 
mobile platforms, cloud computing, the Internet of 
Things, and consumer identity. How will technology 
evolve and what risks will it create or change? 

Align with both IT and the Business 

An organization’s overall technology direction 
will be a major determinant of what security 
controls and systems will provide the most value. It 
is essential that security architecture and technology 

architecture teams tightly coordinate their planning 
efforts. In some companies, one person is the overall 
head of both functions. In others, there are two 
separate teams but they work in lockstep. 

Any successful security strategy must also map to 
the business.  The security team must successfully 
demonstrate how its vision not only aligns, but 
enables, business strategy. 

Create an Enterprise-wide Big Data 
Strategy

A key area for technology alignment is in creating 
an overall big data strategy for the enterprise. 
In many cases, the logs from IT infrastructure, 
databases, and business applications that are 
valuable for security are also useful to IT and other 
business units. Big data analytics can benefit a 
wide variety of business processes ranging from IT 
support to optimizing the manufacturing supply 
chain. In companies with a commitment to an 

analytics program, the Chief Information Officer 
generally drives strategies to centralize big data and 
to optimize its use overall in the enterprise – having 
some of the data in a silo for one department will 
not work. The security team is in a position to help 
define the overall big data strategy for an enterprise 
because it is likely to have some of the first use 
cases. Ensure that when choosing technologies 
and partners, the solution provides a path towards 
an enterprise-wide big data strategy. Big data 
technologies that are specific to security might meet 
the functional requirements of the security team but 
at the cost of losing an opportunity to enable broader 
business objectives.

Big data adoption offers a significant competitive 
advantage, not only through better threat detection, 
but by way of deeper market insight, tailored 
customer service, and valuable operational 
intelligence. It’s vital that information security teams 
develop new security controls to allow for the fast 
adoption of big data techniques enterprise-wide 
while ensuring the protection of the company’s big 
data assets.  

FIVE STRATEGIES TO STAY 
AHEAD OF THE CURVE 

ensure that your security 
program includes a strong 
architecture voice to counter-
balance the tendency for people 
to advocate for more of the 
technology that they are used to.

fraMe your requireMents 
in terms of what capabilities you 
need from technology rather than 
in terms of what existing products 
or product groups are due to be 
replaced. 

watch eMerging security 
vendors. Innovative new ideas 
from startups might not yet be 
mature enough to deploy at scale, 
but in two years their solutions 
could evolve to meet your need.

articulate the business 
problems that you will need to 
solve in three years and start now 
to push vendors to provide the 
tools you’ll need then.

seek out inforMation  
on technology trends from 
resources such as the Institute for 
the Future (www.iftf.org).

5
1

2

3

4

5

Big data analytics can benefit a wide variety of business 
processes ranging from IT support to optimizing the 
manufacturing supply chain.
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Get Auditors Engaged

If you work with external auditors, keep them 
abreast of the new technologies you will be 
implementing over your three-year plan. The audit 
frameworks that companies are graded against 
typically come from security textbooks that could 
be three or more years old. If you want your use 
of newer technology to be accepted, it is helpful to 
regularly re-educate your auditors and keep them 
up-to-date with technology. Storing regulated 
information in the cloud, such as payment card 
industry (PCI) data, is a particularly challenging 

issue, because even if the cloud environment is more 
secure than what it replaces, auditors may not know 
how to confirm that it is secure. 

If you are considering using cloud technology or 
virtualization in a way that could pose difficulties 
with audits, develop a partnership with your auditors 
well in advance to establish meaningful audit 
criteria. In the meantime, plan moves to the cloud 
in a graduated fashion. One leading organization 
meets quarterly with its auditors to try to resolve 
issues around cloud usage, with the goal of storing 
regulated data in the cloud by 2015.

If you want to be forward-leaning, you need a very strong 
architecture voice. You need your team looking out on a three-
year horizon. You have to be willing to make bets on where 
you think technology will land.

kenneth haertling,  
Vice President and Chief Security Officer, 
TELUS 

RECOMMENDATIONS
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2. Achieve a Bigger Picture 
Through Integration

When investing in security technologies today, 
the greatest payoffs often come from connecting and 
consolidating multiple applications. Most security 
organizations get a fraction of the potential value 
from the security data that they have because it tends 
to stay inside dozens of siloed applications that were 
not designed to work together. 

Technologies are now available which make it 
easier to meaningfully integrate systems. For 
example, big data analytics; security intelligence; 
and Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) 
platforms now provide a path to more fully integrate 
threat detection or risk management with business 
applications or prevention technologies. The 
following examples illustrate integration of:

Business process data with  
security data warehouse

To incorporate real business context into security 
events, a leading organization recognized that it 
needed to analyze data from not only security  
systems, but also business applications and data-
bases. It created a common logging service to feed 
relevant data from business applications into its 
security data warehouse. Analysts following up on 
incidents can now see a comprehensive view of the 
business environment, enabling them to complete 
investigations more quickly and thoroughly. 

Real-time application testing with  
security intelligence platform

Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST)  
systems check live web applications for security 
flaws. A leading organization has integrated its 
DAST system with its firewall via its Security 
Intelligence Platform (SIP), enabling the firewall 
to provide optimal protection to web applications. 
If the DAST system finds a flaw in an application, 
it categorizes the type of vulnerability according to 
the National Vulnerabilities Database and passes 
a vulnerability index number to the SIP. The SIP 
sends the firewall the name of the flawed application, 
its IP, and the vulnerability index number. This tells 
the firewall that a particular application has a flaw 
and can be attacked by a certain kind of malware or 
protocol. The firewall, knowing what type of traffic is 
a threat, blocks that type of traffic to that application. 

GRC with project management

Business units must be able to view all of the infor-
mation security risks associated with their business 
processes holistically, in order to manage all of them. 
To meet this objective, some leading organizations 
are implementing GRC tools with project manage-

ment systems so that for all new projects, a risk  
assessment will be automatically requested. As  
projects continue through their lifecycles, the busi-
ness units can keep track of overall risks as they 
change or are remediated.

GRC with mobile devices

A leading organization has developed a mobile app 
that gives personalized views of risks in the enter-
prise GRC system. Board members and staff can  
access the app via an iPad or other mobile device 
and see a list of risks that are in their area of respon-
sibility or that are assigned to them. They can also 
use the app to drill down into details on particular 
risks, such as what has been done to mitigate the risk 
and what its current status is.  

Systems are often not designed to connect 
seamlessly out-of-the-box, therefore integrating them 
can be challenging. For example, fully implementing 
a Security Intelligence Platform with every 
application, firewall, access control, and so on is an 
effort comparable in scale to deploying an enterprise 
resource planning (ERP) system, but it results in 
an integrated system that is far more powerful 
than the sum of its parts. To reap the rewards of 
advancements in security technologies today, keep a 
mindset of favoring solutions that can be part of an 
integrated architecture and use point solutions only 
where necessary to meet niche requirements.

“Security organizations need to look at the security solutions 
that they have in place today most of which are not connected 
or talk to each other and figure out, how do we consolidate 
these technologies?  How do we integrate them to give us 
context, make things more actionable, and get an aggregated 
view?”

MalcolM harkins  
Vice President, Chief Security and Privacy Officer, 

Intel 

RECOMMENDATIONS
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3. Maximize Value Through 
Formalized Technology  
Deployments

Even with the most perceptive radar for new 
products, deploying technology effectively is a huge 
challenge. Given the current pace of technological 
change, getting a system fully implemented can 
take so long that technology might have advanced 
measurably by the time the project is complete. New 
products, selected with care and attention, do not 
always live up to expectations. And with limited 
budgets, it’s difficult to keep day-to-day operations 
going, let alone keep up with exciting technological 
developments or the long-term business strategy. 
Leading security teams, familiar with these pitfalls, 
advise having formal approaches to deployment in 
order to proactively manage the risks.

Predict and Track Total Costs and 
Total Value

One of the most common causes of technology 
failure is not planning for how much the technology 
will cost to operate. Having appropriately trained 
professionals running security technology is critical 
to its success and is often expensive due to the 
expertise involved. Before investing in any new 
technology, be sure you understand the total cost of 
ownership and have an ongoing operating budget for 
its lifecycle. 

A formal process to articulate and track expected 
costs and benefits can also help security teams to 
work with vendors to maximize success with the 

vendor’s product. Make sure vendor contracts define 
what value the product should be delivering in a 
specified time period, say six months, and then 
conduct a review. If after the six-month time period, 
an organization has not seen the expected value 
or if they have encountered unexpected costs, they 
should have a process to ask, “Is the problem with 
us? With the technology? With the way we deployed 
it?” and enter into a remediation phase. After nine 
to 12 months, if the organization is still not seeing 
the value expected, consider options that include 
parting ways with the vendor, reducing payment, or 
deploying the technology differently.

Scale Deployments for Quick Wins

Many organizations have found that trying to do 
all-at-once, “big bang” deployments in a large 
enterprise is too slow and expensive. To meet the 
challenge of keeping up with technology change 
while still deploying something that will make a 
difference to the business, look for ways to make 
initial deployments smaller. Can you deploy a new 
anti-malware control to only certain critical data 
assets that need it the most? Is there an opportunity 
to gain momentum by having a single team or 
department use a new authentication system? If the 
technology proves itself in a small implementation, it 
can grow organically to wider use.

Employ Judicious Cloud Vendor 
Management

Formalized processes are not only key for the 
deployment of on-premises technologies. As 
organizations adopt more cloud security service 
providers, it is critical that these vendor engagements 
are judiciously managed. Carefully consider how to 
assess the trustworthiness of cloud security services. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

Have formal approaches to deployment in order to 
proactively manage the risks.5
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This includes monitoring the effectiveness of security 
controls on an ongoing basis using evidence-based 
controls assurance. (See the second report of this 
series, Future-Proofing Processes.) Organizations 
will need to set up agreements requiring the vendor 
to regularly provide evidence that its controls 
are working. With new features and competitors 
emerging frequently amongst cloud security services, 
organizations must also consider the possibility that 
they will need to change providers down the road 
and therefore must have an exit strategy upfront. 

Approach Maintenance Strategically

All teams want better versions of the technology 
that they already know. Some security team 
members would prefer to keep running AV, for 
instance, if that is where their expertise is. To 
conserve limited capital for moving technology 
forward, push back on this natural tendency and 
look critically at how much the security team is 
investing in upgrades and point releases for existing 
technology. For example, ask yourself whether you 
can accept the risks of not doing every software 
update or hardware upgrade for older technologies 
that may be reaching end-of-life. Strategic cost-
cutting can free up resources to get more advanced 
technologies in place.

With limited budget, it’s a 
balancing act. You have to reduce 
the costs of the existing security 
infrastructure while still keeping 
the risks to an acceptable level and 
then use the savings to invest into 
some of the new technologies. 

Petri kuivala 
Chief Information Security Officer,  

Nokia 

RECOMMENDATIONS
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        Conclusion
Information security teams are implementing 

leading-edge technologies in order to turn the tide 
against advanced attacks and enable business 
innovation. As security teams map out their 
strategies, it’s not sufficient to pick the right 
technologies. To get the most value, they must also 
develop comprehensive, multi-year plans to integrate 
new technologies with the organization’s existing 
infrastructure. Building out a multi-layer defense 
and protection framework takes deep understanding 
of the business environment and the critical 
assets that need protecting, as well as knowledge 
of the specific threats the organization faces. 
Successful technology deployments are supported 
by robust processes that leverage the new tools 
and a staff capable of operating them. The SBIC’s 
“Transforming Information Security” series provides 
a route to successfully protect today’s enterprises, 
by advancing and aligning people, processes, and 
technologies.

About the Security for Business   
Innovation Council Initiative 

business innovation has reacheD the toP of 
the agenda at most enterprises, as the C-suite strives 
to harness the power of globalization and technology 
to create new value and efficiencies. Yet there is still a 
missing link. Though business innovation is powered 
by information and IT systems, protecting information 
and IT systems is typically not considered strategic – 
even as enterprises face mounting regulatory pressures 
and escalating threats. In fact, information security is 
often an afterthought, tacked on at the end of a project 
or – even worse – not addressed at all. But without the 
right security strategy, business innovation could easily 
be stifled or put the organization at great risk.

at rsa, we believe that if security teaMs are 
true partners in the business-innovation process, they 
can help their organizations achieve unprecedented 

results. The time is ripe for a new approach; security 
must graduate from a technical specialty to a business 
strategy. While most security teams have recognized 
the need to better align security with business, many 
still struggle to translate this understanding into 
concrete plans of action. They know where they need 
to go, but are unsure how to get there. This is why RSA 
is working with some of the top security leaders in the 
world to drive an industry conversation to identify a 
way forward.

rsa has conveneD a grouP of highly 
successful security executives from Global 1000 
enterprises in a variety of industries which we call the 
“Security for Business Innovation Council.” We are 
conducting a series of in-depth interviews with the 
Council, publishing their ideas in a series of reports, 
and sponsoring independent research that explores 
these topics. Go to www.rsa.com/securityforinnovation 
to view the reports or access the research. Together we 
can accelerate this critical industry transformation.
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